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Managing Operations is about the way organizations produce goods and services. Everything you 

wear, eat, sit on, use, read or knock about on the sports field comes to you courtesy of the operations 

managers who organized its production. Every book you borrow from the library, every treatment you 

receive at the hospital, every service you expect in the shops and every lecture you attend at university 

- all have been produced. While the people who supervised their “production” may not always be called 

operations managers, this is what they really are. 

Slack et al. (Third Edition, 2001). 

 
Objectives 

 
Achieving excellent and innovative operations has played an essential role in many of the great success 

stories business has written, such as, for example, Dell, Southwest Airlines, Toyota or Zara. Moreover, 

given today’s highly competitive global marketplace, companies have to study more than ever all 

possible ways to generate competitive advantage, also – or – particularly, leveraging their operations. 

The real champions, however, will be those companies which are able to achieve not only a strong cost 

position (efficiencies) but also the twin goal of a breakthrough service levels. 

 
The purpose of this course is to review key aspects of business processes in order to get fully acquainted 

with the key variables, concepts, and tools to assess, manage, and improve those processes. This 

syllabus introduces the topics we will discuss during the “Managing Operations” course. We will study 

some company examples which have tried to do real operational innovation and see what learning we 

can make out of it. A part from the cases we will use also exercises, simulation games, and lectures. 

 
In order to assist you in the class preparation, you will find a short description and a number of suggested 

assignment questions for the cases and exercises we will study. These assignment questions are 

primarily intended to clear out some points on the case and to give you a direction for its discussion, but 

your understanding of the matter will only increase if you then continue the analysis on the managerial 

level and finally come to a practical recommendation for the issues identified. Finally, for each session 

you will find a listing of the core materials as well as suggested readings that will be distributed. 

Prof. Victor Martínez de Albéniz 
Prof. email: VAlbeniz@iese.edu 
Office: T-410 
Phone: 504236 
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Competences 

 
General Competences 

 

 To explain and discuss business situations in a rigorous, effective way using both formal and 

informal procedures, and providing relevant information to support their observations and 

conclusions. 

 To work on a team in multicultural business environments, inspiring trust in colleagues and 

partners, commitment to achieving the objectives, and delegating tasks and decisions. 

 To prioritize objectives, schedule activities appropriately, and execute them within the proper 

timeframe. 

 To distinguish and categorize relevant information effectively for business decision making. 

 

Specific Competences 
 

 To optimize systems of operations and logistics chains with special attention to processes, 

queues, and inventory management. 

 To evaluate, select, and develop operations projects in emerging countries with market 

institutions and deficient infrastructures. 

 To implement product and service delivery strategies that encompass all the actors in the 

production chain: suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and customers. 

 

 
Content 

 
The course is divided into three parts (details to follow): 

 
1. Preparation: 

 

This course requires the use and understanding on some basic methodological tools for analyzing 

process capacity and waiting phenomena. We will provide some technical notes to help you 

understand the concepts and theory behind each methodology. They are not required readings but 

they provide useful frameworks and references. 

 
We will start with an online session explaining basic capacity and process analysis. 

 

2. On-campus (hybrid): 
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We will enjoy seven sessions together. Here a brief description of what we will cover. 

 
3. Consolidation: 

 

This segment is designed to reinforce and practice the concepts and tools used in the face-to-face 

sessions. You will have to work in teams analyzing a specific industry using the course methodology, 

focusing on improving operations in a company of your choice. 

 
Evaluation 

 
There will be two major elements to formally evaluate your performance: 

 
1. Your individual class participation (50%), 

2. Group assignment in the Consolidation weeks (50%) 

 
You are expected to be an active participant and contribute to the quality of the discussion. Participation 

will be evaluated using the following criteria: (1) relevance of the points made, (2) linkage with other 

comments already made, (3) understanding and analysis of the case, (4) willingness to contribute. 

 

ADENDA COVID-19 
 

Ha sido necesario ajustar el calendario, para brindar la mejor experiencia de aprendizaje posible. Por 
esta razón, la clase presencial de esta asignatura ha sido pospuesta hasta septiembre 2020.  
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